
Digital Storytelling -- Core 

Course 
Description  

This is a project based learning (PBL) inspired course that utilizes a PBL assessment guide in addition to 
thoughtful integrated learning. Throughout the course, experimentation and the practice of storytelling 
through the lenses of multiple mediums allows students to develop narrative reasoning skills, while 
simultaneously giving them a realm to be creative and challenged. The course was created in response 
to the demand from “entertainment” industries for individuals skilled in content creation and transfer 
of thinking. The purpose of this course is to get our students to become creators rather than just 
consumers. The course focuses on content creation, specifically in the realms of: Visual, Auditory, 
Videographic, and Interactive Storytelling. The course also focuses on Digital Literacy, and how to 
become a responsible denizen. At any point throughout the course, students use information and 
communication technologies to find, evaluate, create, and communicate information, requiring both 
cognitive and technical skills. 

Course 
Objectives 

● Develop reasoning skills, cognitive constructive capabilities, and develop character. 
● Dissection and justification of narrative literature across multiple mediums (audio, visual, text). 
● Use information and communication technologies to find, evaluate, create, and communicate 

information, requiring both cognitive and technical skills. 
● Use skills that they learn and the appropriate technology to communicate and collaborate with 

peers, colleagues, family, and on occasion, the general public; and 
● Use these skills to actively participate in civic society and contribute to a vibrant, informed, and 

engaged community. 

Assessing 
Performance 

Students are assessed by obtaining weekly grades on the following: Work Ethic, Projects, Presentations, 
and Reflections.  

Course Essentials 

Equipment Cost/Unit 
Consumable material  $0 
Reusable material  $0(student cameras/microphones: phones, etc) -$2500(classroom 

cameras/microphones: phones, etc) 
Classroom set of 
computers/Chromebooks  

$0 if you already have some, $100-600 per computer if you need to purchase 

First Semester  

Unit 1: Imagery Discovery and PBL through the lens of photography, disaggregating information in the research 
portions of the unit and aggregating information in order to solidify a narrative that is portrayal 
of the situation that is being photographed while wisely utilizing all aspects that are used to 
create the medium 

Unit 2:Sonic Discovery and PBL through the lens of sound, disaggregating information in the research 
portions of the unit and aggregating information in order to solidify a narrative that translates 
the information effectively while retaining continuity. 

Unit 3: 
Videographic 

Discovery and PBL through the lens of videography, disaggregating information in the research 
portions of the unit and aggregating information in order to solidify a narrative despite the 
restrictions that the procter enforces 

Unit 4: Game Mix and meld photography, video, and sound through conditional statements and computational 
thinking in order to develop interactive multi-lateral stories that users can navigate. 



 

Second Semester 

Unit 1: Digital 
Literacy 

Discovery and PBL at all levels throughout the unit, students use information and 
communication technologies to find, evaluate, create, and communicate information digitally, 
requiring both cognitive and technical skills. 

Unit 2: journalism Discovery and PBL through the research of photography, video, and sound in order to 
determine their origins and disaggregating information in the research in order to define and 
classify the constitution of an article 

Unit 3: 
Entertainment 
Research 

Discovery and PBL through the research of photography, video, and sound in order to 
determine their origins and disaggregating information in the research in order to define the 
setting, plot, mood, culture, and a particular piece 

Unit 4: Portfolio Development and population of a digital media portfolio 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


